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Student attitudes, defined as the extent to which one holds expertlike beliefs about and approaches to
physics, are a major research topic in physics education research. An implicit but rarely tested assumption
underlying much of this research is that student attitudes play a significant part in student learning and
performance. The current study directly tested this attitude-learning link by measuring the association
between incoming attitudes (Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey) and student learning
during the semester after statistically controlling for the effects of prior knowledge [early-semester Force
Concept Inventory (FCI) or Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA)]. This study spanned
four different courses and included two complementary measures of student knowledge: late-semester
concept inventory scores (FCI or BEMA) and exam averages. In three of the four courses, after controlling
for prior knowledge, attitudes significantly predicted both late-semester concept inventory scores and exam
averages, but in all cases these attitudes explained only a small amount of variance in concept-inventory and
exam scores. Results indicate that after accounting for students’ incoming knowledge, attitudes may
uniquely but modestly relate to how much students learn and how well they perform in the course.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.14.010107

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a growing interest in attitudes
toward physics as an important component of student
experiences and outcomes in introductory physics classes
[1–7]. These attitude measures, such as the Colorado
Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) [2,8]
and the Maryland Physics Expectations Survey (MPEX)
[1], measure not necessarily the valence of one’s feelings
toward physics, but rather the extent to which one holds
expertlike beliefs about and approaches toward physics.
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These attitude measures have garnered a great deal of
research attention both because they are viewed as important outcomes in their own right [1,7] and because of the
implicit assumption that these attitudes can influence
student learning [1,4–9]. The attitude-learning link is
important theoretically because confirming that attitudes
predict learning (independent of potential confounds such
as prior knowledge) would reinforce the importance of
developing and implementing curricula that enhance student attitudes (i.e., lead to more expertlike perceptions of
physics). Accordingly, the current study is designed to
answer the following primary research question: Do
incoming attitudes predict learning, after controlling for
the potentially confounding influence of prior knowledge?
A. Associations between attitudes and learning
A general trend in the literature is that the types of
curricula that produce higher learning gains on concept
inventories also positively impact student attitudes.
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Specifically, interactive-engagement curricula, relative to
traditional-lecture curricula, produce both higher learning
gains [10–11] and positive attitudinal effects [2–6], and
these effects have been demonstrated within the same study
[7]. These trends may contribute to the implicit assumption
that student attitudes contribute to learning, but surprisingly
little empirical evidence supports this assumption. A recent
meta-analysis [12] of the CLASS and MPEX examined,
among other issues, the relationship between these attitude
measures and conceptual gains. This meta-analysis
included studies examining correlations among various
combinations of prescores, postscores, and gains on attitude measures and concept inventories, but only one study
[2] directly analyzed the relationship between presemester
attitudes and learning gains in the course. In this study [2],
presemester (and postsemester) attitudes correlated significantly with learning gains on a mechanics concept inventory, the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE)
[13], suggesting that students’ incoming attitudes may
contribute to their learning [2].
The just-mentioned result provides preliminary support
for the idea that student attitudes relate to learning, and the
current study seeks to further solidify this finding in several
key ways. First, replication of any finding is necessary, and
in classroom research it is particularly important to understand how a given result may change across different
learning contexts. In fact, the aforementioned meta-analysis
[12] concludes that more work is necessary to understand
this relationship between student beliefs and learning of
physics. The previously reported correlations between
incoming attitudes and learning gains [2] came from a
single course, which was a large interactive-engagement
course with a heavy emphasis on conceptual understanding.
The current study seeks to conceptually replicate this
finding with a different student population and across
different learning contexts that vary in terms of content
(classical mechanics versus electromagnetism, thermodynamics, and quantum mechanics) and instructional style
(traditional lecture versus active physics). This allows us to
examine the possibility that the attitude-learning link might
vary across different types of courses. For example, one
possibility is that attitudes may be more influential in
interactive engagement courses, which place more emphasis on certain expertlike aspects of learning physics such as
developing coherent conceptual structures. Additionally, in
order to increase the reliability and generalizability of
our findings, each analysis includes three semesters of
data, with each semester including multiple sections and
instructors.
Second, although the use of normalized gains as the
measure of learning [2] indirectly accounts for the influence of prior knowledge, it is still possible that the rate of
learning (as measured by normalized gain) is influenced by
prior knowledge. In this study, we directly account for the
influence of prior knowledge by including early-semester

concept-learning scores as covariates and using measures
of conceptual knowledge (as opposed to gains) as our
dependent measure. Finally, we further tested the robustness of the attitude-learning link by using knowledge
measures that differ from those used in previous research.
Instead of the FMCE as a concept inventory, the current
study used the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [14] (for
mechanics courses) and Brief Electricity and Magnetism
Assessment (BEMA) [15] (for electricity and magnetism
courses). The FCI was used instead of the FMCE both
because it allowed us to extend previous research [2] with a
new instrument, and because the FCI covers a wider range
of concepts than the FMCE, making it more representative
of the material covered in the mechanics courses that were
part of this study. Exam averages also were included as an
additional measure of physics-knowledge outcomes.
B. Concept inventories versus exam averages as
measures of conceptual knowledge
In the current study, we used two types of physics
knowledge measures—concept inventories and exam averages, which have complementary sets of advantages and
disadvantages. Concept inventories are validated, generaluse instruments, which means that the same instrument can
be used across different courses and contexts, and that
normative data exist for comparison. However, because
they are general-use instruments, the items may not align
exactly with what is taught or the way things are taught by a
particular instructor in a particular course. Additionally,
these are research instruments with no practical impact on
grades and so results based only on concept inventory
scores may not hold high value for students and instructors.
In contrast, exams are course and instructor specific, so the
items should align well with the material as taught in the
course. Further, results based on exam averages should
have a high degree of practical meaning for instructors and
students. The weakness of exams as a measure of knowledge is that they are written by individual instructors and
are not validated. Accordingly, direct comparisons across
courses are not meaningful and results can be influenced by
the way an instructor writes exams. However, if concept
inventories and exam averages yield similar results, then
both the validity and practical meaning of our findings will
be supported by these complementary measures.
In addition, concept inventories and exams may measure
different types of knowledge, both of which are important
for success in physics. The FCI and BEMA consist of
multiple-choice questions designed to assess the correctness and coherence of students’ conceptual understanding.
Distractor items relate to common conceptual misunderstandings, so correctly responding requires sound conceptual understanding, and no calculations are required. In
contrast, exams in these courses heavily emphasize
quantitative problem solving. All problems involve
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computation, although the exams are designed such that
conceptual understanding also is necessary to set up
appropriate problem-solving strategies and correctly apply
equations. Thus, including both exam averages and concept
inventories allows examination of how attitudes relate to
both conceptual understanding and quantitative problemsolving skill. Capturing both of these learning outcomes is
important because previous theoretical work (modeling)
and empirical findings suggest that for introductory physics
students, acquisition of conceptual understanding and of
quantitative problem-solving skill is somewhat independent [16,17].
C. Study Overview
In the present study, we investigate whether students’
incoming attitudes predict students’ learning and course
performance across four courses—active physics of the fall
semester (AP I), traditional-lecture version of the fall
semester (TP I), active physics of the spring semester
(AP II), and traditional-lecture version of the spring semester
(TP II). We first examine the attitude-learning association
using the overall CLASS index. Subsequently, we attempt to
pinpoint more specific aspects of attitudes that are tied to
learning, first using the original 8 subscale structure and then
using an alternative factor structure that we developed, which
has been reported previously [7] and is very similar to
another recently reported CLASS factor structure [18].
II. RESEARCH METHODS
Data were collected during six consecutive semesters
(Fall 2009, Spring 2010, Fall 2010, Spring 2011, Fall 2011,
and Spring 2012) of the introductory physics courses at
Washington University in Saint Louis. Each fall course
(AP I and TP I) primarily covered mechanics, and each
spring course (AP II and TP II) covered electricity and
magnetism, thermodynamics, and quantum mechanics.
A. Study Instruments
1. Knowledge assessments
Force Concept Inventory (FCI).—The FCI [14] is a measure
assessing conceptual knowledge for topics covered in the
fall semester (i.e., mechanics). The FCI consists of 30
multiple-choice items, and students completed it near the
beginning and end of the fall semester. The FCI score is the
proportion of items a student answered correctly.
Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA).—
The BEMA [15] assesses conceptual knowledge for some
of the topics covered in the spring semester (i.e., electricity
and magnetism). The BEMA includes 30 multiple-choice
items, and students completed it at the beginning and end of
the spring semester. The BEMA score is the proportion of
items a student answered correctly.

Exams.—Each course included three noncumulative exams.
The exam score is the proportion correct, averaged across
these three exams. For a given course within a given
semester, all sections had common exams, but exam
problems changed every semester. Exams differed across
active and traditional-lecture courses. All of the exam
problems for all of the courses involved quantitative
problem solving. The problems in traditional-lecture physics tended to be relatively context-free, “classic” physics
problems, whereas the problems in the Active courses
tended to be framed in terms of real-world situations or
applications (see Figs. 1–4 for a representative sample
problem from each course). No formal validity or reliability
assessment was conducted on these exams.
2. Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey
Of the 42 items, 36 are scored in terms of whether the
participant responds in line with the expert consensus. Of the
remaining 6 items, 5 lack expert consensus and one item
(item 31) is used to discard students who are not reading the
questions (“We use this statement to discard the survey of
people who are not reading the questions. Please select agree
option 4 for this question to preserve your answers.”). The 36
items with expert consensus were used in our analysis.
Students responded on a 5-point scale, but in line with
previous research [2,7,8] we coded responses on these items
dichotomously as either in agreement with expert consensus
(“positive”) or in disagreement (“not positive”). If experts
agreed with an item, student responses of 4 or 5 were coded
as positive and all other responses as not positive; if experts
disagreed, student responses of 1 or 2 were coded as positive
and all other responses as not positive. The 36 items were
used to compute an overall CLASS score, and scores for
various subscales, described below, were also computed. For
the overall score and each subscale score, the score represents the percent positive—the percentage of items within
the scale that were coded as positive.
Traditional subscales.—In line with previous literature,
CLASS items were assigned to 8 overlapping subscales—
Real-World Connection, Personal Interest, Sense-Making
Effort, Conceptual Understanding, Applied Conceptual
Understanding, Problem-Solving General, ProblemSolving Confidence, and Problem-Solving Sophistication.
The score for each subscale represents the percent positive
for items included in the scale.
Newly developed factors.—Through a process that was both
theoretically driven and statistically driven (described in a
previous paper [7]), we extracted two factors from the
CLASS: Learning Approach and Solving Approach.
Appendix A includes all of the details of the factor
development process and Appendix B shows the items
associated with each factor. One item (“I do not expect
physics equations to help my understanding of the ideas;
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FIG. 1.

A sample exam problem from AP I.

FIG. 2. A sample exam problem from TP I.

they are just for doing calculations”) was included in both
factors in our previous manuscript [7] and has now been
removed from both factors. This item loaded equally on
both factors; therefore, it was removed to enhance the clarity
of our factor structure. It is worth noting that although we
performed our factor analysis independently, our factor
structure is very similar to a structure recently reported by
another group of researchers [18]. Their previously reported
Problem Solving or Learning factor is a subset of our
Learning Approach factor, and the Effort and Sense Making
factor is a subset of our Solving Approach factor [18].

B. Courses
The active physics courses (AP I and AP II) differed
from the traditional-lecture courses in many ways and were
designed to encourage deeper conceptual-thinking skills.
Each AP class typically included 2 to 3 interactive engagement (IE) activities, which were completed in groups of 2 to
3 students. A number of IE activities centered around
demonstrations, in which students were given several
minutes to predict the results of the demonstration and
discuss with their partners. After having the students
discuss among themselves, the instructor would perform
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FIG. 3.

A sample exam problem from AP II.

FIG. 4.

A sample exam problem from TP II.

the demonstration and then facilitate discussion with the
entire class about why the given result occurred. Other IE
activities were two-minute problems, which are multiplechoice or true or false questions that target difficult

concepts from the chapter. Students would discuss their
answer and reasoning before sharing with the class as a
whole by voting. The instructor would then present the
correct answer and facilitate further discussion. Within a
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class period, activities were supplemented with one or more
mini lectures, which were limited to 10–15 min each. In
contrast, the majority of time in traditional-lecture physics
(TP I and TP II) involved students listening to lecture or
following along as the instructor solved problems on
the board.
Another major difference between the curricula was that
active physics had daily homework covering the required
reading but traditional lecture did not. Finally, as described
above, the exams differed across curricula, with active
physics exam problems typically framed in the context of a
real-world situation or application and traditional-lecture
physics exams containing more “classic” context-free
problems (see Figs. 1–4). More details about these curricula
can be found in previously published papers [7,17].
C. Procedure
At the beginning of each semester, introductory physics
students were asked to provide informed consent to
participate in the study procedures for that semester.
Those who provided informed consent and then completed
all study instruments during the semester were allowed to
replace one nonzero lab grade with a perfect score. All
instruments were completed online. During the fall semester, the FCI and CLASS were both completed during weeks
2 and 3 of the semester, and both were completed again 2 to
3 weeks before the end of the fall semester. This CLASS
score was used as a predictor for the spring semester
because the CLASS was not administered at the beginning
of the Spring 2010 semester. The use of late-fall versus
early-spring CLASS scores will be addressed in the results
section. Students completed the BEMA during the first 2 to
3 weeks of the spring semester and again 2 to 3 weeks
before the end of the spring semester. In addition, students
in each course took three noncumulative exams throughout
the semester. See Fig. 5 for a summary timeline of study
procedures.

FIG. 5. Summary timeline of study procedures. Measures with
dark font and no background are part of the analysis of fall
semester courses (AP I and TP I). Measures with white font and
dark background are part of analysis of spring semester courses
(AP II an TP II). Measures followed by *** are predictor
variables and other measures are dependent variables.

D. Samples
The criteria for inclusion in the sample were a completed
CLASS (early fall for the fall samples; late fall for the
spring samples), a completed early-semester knowledge
measure (FCI for the fall samples; BEMA for the spring
samples), and valid scores on a knowledge measure used as
the dependent measure in the particular analysis (late fall
FCI, late-spring BEMA, or all three exams from the given
semester). The relationship between CLASS and student
performance was analyzed separately for four different (but
overlapping) samples: fall active physics [N ¼ 725 (59%
of course) for both FCI and exam analyses], fall traditional
lecture [N ¼ 341 (50%) for FCI analyses, 339 (50%) for
exam analyses], spring active physics [N ¼ 526 (47%) for
BEMA analyses, 525 (47%) for exam analyses], and spring
traditional lecture [N ¼ 195 (34%) for BEMA analyses,
194 (34%) for exam analyses].
E. Analytic strategy
1. Overview
First, to confirm that attitudes and prior knowledge were,
in fact, associated, we computed zero-order correlations
between early-semester concept inventory scores and
CLASS scores (overall CLASS and all categories) for all
four of our courses. Next, we conducted regression analyses to address our central interest—the degree to which
students’ attitudes and beliefs toward physics predicted
course performance and late-semester knowledge, particularly after controlling for early-semester knowledge. For
these analyses, we used stepwise multiple regression with a
measure of conceptual knowledge (either late-semester
concept inventory or exam performance) as the dependent
measure. Exam performance was operationalized as the
students’ proportion correct on exams. Each course had
three noncumulative exams, and proportion correct was
averaged across these three exams. The primary predictors
were attitudes (overall CLASS score) and early-semester
concept-inventory scores, also treated as proportions. For
fall-semester analyses, attitudes were assessed with earlyfall CLASS scores and prior knowledge was assessed with
the early-fall FCI; for spring semester analyses, attitudes
were assessed with late-fall CLASS scores and prior
knowledge was assessed with the early-spring BEMA.
For our primary analysis, separate regression models (a
total of eight in all) were implemented within each of the
four courses and for each measure of conceptual knowledge: late-semester concept inventory scores and exam
performance.
Additionally, to try to identify CLASS categories that
were associated most highly with learning, we conducted
the same set of 8 regression analyses two more times, with
CLASS categories entered as predictors instead of the
overall CLASS score. In one set, the 8 traditional CLASS
categories were entered as predictors, and in another set, the
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two factors we extracted, Learning Approach and Solving
Approach, were entered as predictors.
2. Stepwise regression procedure
For each of our regression analyses, we utilized a twostep stepwise regression procedure in which our prior
knowledge measure (early-fall FCI or early-spring
BEMA) was entered in step 1, and the CLASS (the overall
score for our primary analyses or all categories in our
secondary analyses) was entered in step 2. Step 1 provides
the model R2 when only prior knowledge is included in the
model, and step 2 provides the model R2 when prior
knowledge and attitude measures were included. Crucially,
step 2 also provides the change in R2 resulting from the
addition of the attitude variable(s) and the test of whether
that change is statistically significant. This test of change in
R2 directly addresses our primary research question—
whether attitudes predict learning after factoring out the
influence of prior knowledge. A significant change in R2 at
step 2 indicates that attitudes predict course performance
above and beyond the influence of prior knowledge. The
regression coefficients for CLASS variables at step 2
represent the strength of the association between each
predictor and the dependent measure, after factoring out the
influence of all other predictors. Specifically, the coefficient
values represent the expected change in the dependent
measure for every 1-unit difference in the predictor. For our
supplementary analyses including multiple CLASS categories as predictors, these coefficients (and associated significance values) indicate which aspects of the CLASS
most strongly relate to learning in a particular course.

III. RESULTS
A. Correlating CLASS and prior knowledge
Table I shows, for each course, the Pearson correlation
(r) between prior knowledge (early-fall FCI or early-spring
BEMA) and CLASS (overall scale and all subscales).
Pearson’s correlation r is a measure of association between
two continuous variables, and convention in the social
sciences [19] is that a value of 0.1 indicates a small
association, 0.3 indicates a medium association, and 0.5
indicates a large association. For interpretation purposes,
note also that the square of r is equal to the variation in one
variable accounted for by the variation in the other variable.
The correlations with overall CLASS range from 0.23 to
0.39, and the correlations between prior knowledge and all
of the subscales range from 0.08 to 0.40, with 17 considered medium associations (0.3 ≤ r < 0.5) and 26 considered small associations (0.1 ≤ r < 0.3). All correlations
reached significance (p < 0.05), except for the correlation
between BEMA and Conceptual Understanding in TP II,
which was below 0.1 and did not reach statistical significance. Although the associations are not large, these results
show that attitudes are associated with prior knowledge and
confirm the importance of accounting for prior knowledge
when analyzing the relationship between attitudes and
learning.
B. Primary analyses using overall CLASS as predictor
Parallel analyses were conducted for all four courses in
the study– Active Physics I (AP I), Active Physics II
(AP II), Traditional Physics I (TP I), and Traditional
Physics II (TP II). For each course, we conducted stepwise

TABLE I. Correlations between prior knowledge and CLASS measures. Superscripts indicate p values. The
notations on the table are as follows: Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics (TP I); Spring Active
Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); Learning Approach (LA); Solving Approach (SA); personal
interest (PI); real-world connection (RC); problem-solving general (PSG); problem-solving confidence (PSC);
problem-solving sophistication (PSS); sense-making effort (SME); conceptual understanding (CU); applied
conceptual understanding (ACU). For AP I and TP I, the measure of prior knowledge is the FCI. For AP II
and TP II, the measure of prior knowledge is the BEMA.
AP I (N ¼ 725)
CLASS
LA
SA
PI
RC
PSG
PSC
PSS
SME
CU
ACU

c

0.39
0.37c
0.28c
0.34c
0.23c
0.38c
0.33c
0.39c
0.24c
0.31c
0.33c

AP II (N ¼ 525)
c

0.24
0.28c
0.19c
0.18c
0.14b
0.25c
0.16c
0.24c
0.14b
0.24c
0.25c

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.

a

b
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TP I (N ¼ 339)
c

0.39
0.39c
0.30c
0.35c
0.25c
0.40c
0.32c
0.40c
0.27c
0.32c
0.34c

TP II (N ¼ 194)
0.23b
0.16a
0.23b
0.21b
0.18a
0.19b
0.20b
0.20b
0.21b
0.08
0.16a
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TABLE II. Regression-model summaries predicting late-semester concept inventory (FCI and BEMA) scores
from prior knowledge measures and overall CLASS scores. The notations on the table are as follows: Fall Active
Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics (TP I); Spring Active Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II);
number of observations (N); change in R2 between step 1 and step 2 (ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and
TP I, BEMA in AP II and TP II). Prior knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each model, and then overall
CLASS was added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)

R2
ΔR2

PK
CLASS

TP I (N ¼ 341)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 1

c

c

0.612
0.005b

c

Step 1

Step 2

0.607

0.73

c

c

0.70
0.09b

AP II (N ¼ 526)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1
c

0.566

TP II (N ¼ 195)

Step 2

Step1

Step 2

c

c

0.316

0.349c
0.033b

Step1

Step 2

c

0.570
0.478
0.506
0.004
0.028c
Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
0.73

c

c

c

0.72
0.08

c

0.88

0.79
0.20c

0.78

c

0.72c
0.19b

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.

a

b

shows that prior knowledge is a much stronger predictor
than the CLASS, but that the CLASS has a meaningful
association with late-semester knowledge, particularly in
AP II and TP II. For example, the 0.20 coefficient in AP II
means that a 1-unit difference in CLASS (from 0 [complete
disagreement with experts] to 1 [complete agreement with
experts]) increases the predicted BEMA score by 0.2. In
other words a student in complete agreement with experts
would be expected, on average, to have a BEMA score that
is 0.20 higher than a student in compete disagreement with
experts.

regression analyses in which prior knowledge (earlysemester FCI for AP I and TP I; early-semester BEMA
for AP II and TP II) was entered as a predictor in step 1 and
overall CLASS score was added as an additional predictor
in step 2.
1. Predicting late-semester concept inventory scores
Table II shows the results for each course when concept
inventories (late-semester FCI for AP I and TP I; latesemester BEMA for AP II and TP II) were used as the
dependent measure. For AP I, AP II, and TP II, the addition
of the CLASS score significantly improved the model, as
indicated by a significant ΔR2 . These results show that
attitudes predict late-semester conceptual knowledge above
and beyond what is explained by early-semester conceptual
knowledge. An examination of the regression coefficients

2. Predicting exam performance
Table III shows the results for each course when exam
performance (proportion correct) was used as the dependent
measure. Again, for AP I, AP II, and TP II, the addition of

TABLE III. Regression-model summaries predicting exam scores from prior knowledge measures and overall
CLASS scores. The notations on the table are as follows: Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics (TP I);
Spring Active Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); number of observations (N); change in R2
between step 1 and step 2 (ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and TP I, BEMA in AP II and TP II). Prior
knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each model, and then overall CLASS was added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)

R2

ΔR2

PK
CLASS

TP I (N ¼ 339)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 1

c

c

0.197
0.006a

c

Step 1

Step 2

0.191

0.17

c

c

0.16
0.04a

AP II (N ¼ 525)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1
c

0.235

TP II (N ¼ 194)

Step 2

Step1

Step 2

c

c

0.077

0.099c
0.022a

Step1

Step 2

c

0.238
0.133
0.145
0.003
0.012b
Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
0.33

c

c

0.32
0.05

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.

a

b
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c

c

0.16
0.05b

0.29

c

0.25b
0.11a
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the CLASS score significantly improved the model, as
indicated by a significant ΔR2 . These results show that
attitudes predict exam performance above and beyond what
is explained by early-semester conceptual knowledge.
Examination of coefficients shows that both prior knowledge
and CLASS scores were less predictive of exam performance
than they were of late-semester concept inventory scores.
However, the overall pattern of results was the same for both
measures of learning (concept inventories and exam averages)—prior knowledge significantly predicts learning in all
courses, with the CLASS explaining additional unique
variance for AP I, AP II, and TP II.
3. A note about the use of late-fall CLASS scores
The CLASS predictor for AP I and TP I is the earlysemester score from the beginning of the semester, whereas
the CLASS predictor for AP II and TP II is the latesemester score from the previous semester. It is worth
discussing whether the use of late-fall scores could have
influenced the pattern of results for AP II and TP II.
Whether late-fall and early-spring attitudes differ (and there
are reasons such as stress, fatigue, etc. to think they might)
is a separate question from whether late-fall attitudes and
early-spring attitudes differentially predict spring conceptual learning. The most likely effect would be that, relative
to early-spring scores, late-fall scores would be weaker
predictors of spring conceptual learning because of the
larger time gap between when the attitude is measured and
when the conceptual learning is measured. In this case, the
strength of the CLASS-conceptual learning association
would be artificially reduced in AP II and TP II because
of the use of late-fall CLASS scores. However, this does not
appear to be the case, as the CLASS-conceptual learning
associations were higher for AP II and TP II than for AP I
and TP I, despite this larger time gap. Although it is still
possible that the use of late-fall scores produced an
underestimate of the attitude-conceptual learning associations in the spring, it is unlikely that the use of late-fall
CLASS scores substantively changed the pattern of results.

additional predictors in step 2. In Appendix C, Table IV
shows the results for each course when concept inventories
were used as the dependent measure. Adding these predictors significantly improved the model for AP II and
TP II but not AP I or TP I. None of the individual
predictor coefficients was significant in AP II or TP II.
In Appendix C, Table V shows the same analyses with
exam performance as the DV. In these analyses, adding the
CLASS categories in step 2 significantly improved the
model for AP I and AP II. Inspection of coefficients shows
that Applied Conceptual Understanding was the only
significant predictor for AP I and none of the individual
CLASS categories were significant predictors in AP II.
Although the CLASS categories did not significantly
improve the model in TP II, this was likely due to the
relatively small sample size, as the actual change in R2 was
higher in this course than in any of the other courses.
And within TP II, Problem-Solving Sophistication is the
only CLASS category that is a significant predictor,
and its association with exam performance is relatively
large (B ¼ 0.17).
2. Analyses with 2 newly developed factors
In these analyses, prior knowledge was entered as the
predictor in step 1 and then both factors (Learning
Approach and Solving Approach) were entered as additional predictors in step 2. In Appendix C, Table VI shows
the results for each course with concept inventories as the
DV. Similar to the analyses including overall CLASS, the
addition of the CLASS variables significantly improved
the model for AP I, AP II, and TP II. Out of these models,
the only significant coefficient was the coefficient for
Learning Approach within AP II (0.16). In Appendix C,
Table VII shows the same analyses with exam performance
as the DV. Again, the addition of these two CLASS factors
significantly improved the model in AP I, AP II, and TP II.
Learning Approach was a significant predictor of exam
performance in AP I and AP II.
3. Summary

C. Analyses including CLASS
categories as predictors
We next attempted to identify particular aspects of the
CLASS that might best predict learning. To that end, we
conducted additional regression analyses in which CLASS
categories, rather than the overall CLASS score, were
entered as predictors. First, we used the original 8 categories reported by the authors of the CLASS [8]. Then, in a
separate set of analyses we used the two factors that we had
developed as predictors [7].
1. Analyses with 8 CLASS categories
In these analyses, prior knowledge was entered as the
predictor in step 1 and then all 8 categories were added as

Overall, the results show that, after accounting for prior
knowledge, CLASS scores predict late-semester concept
inventories and exam performance in three of the four
courses we examined. Entering subscales of the CLASS
(either 8 categories or 2 categories) suggested that, generally, particular subfactors within the CLASS do not alone
reliably associate with learning. With the two-factor structure, Solving Approach was not a significant predictor in
any analyses, and Learning Approach was a significant
predictor in only 2 of the 4 courses when exam performance was used as the dependent measure and in only 1 of
4 courses when FCI or BEMA was used as the dependent
measure. With the eight-factor structure, even fewer significant predictors emerged and no predictors were consistent across courses. Specially, regardless of whether
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exam performance or concept inventories were used as the
DV, none of the eight categories was a significant predictor
in more than one course. Even Applied Conceptual
Understanding, which was a relatively strong predictor
of exam performance in TP II (B ¼ 0.17), was not a
significant predictor of exam performance in any of the
other courses and was not a significant predictor of latesemester BEMA in TP II.
IV. DICUSSION
The notion that student attitudes influence learning is an
assumption in the physics education literature that has been
rarely tested [12]. The current study directly examined this
attitude-learning association after controlling for prior
knowledge. Our results suggest that, independent of incoming physics knowledge, students who come into physics
with more expertlike attitudes toward physics may learn
more and perform better than students with more novicelike
attitudes, at least in certain courses. However, despite the
CLASS being a significant predictor in three of the four
courses we analyzed, it is noteworthy that the size and
significance of CLASS’s influence varied considerably
across course and dependent measure (concept inventory
versus exam average). In the electricity and magnetism
courses (AP II and TP II), with late-semester BEMA as the
dependent measure, the contribution of CLASS to performance is relatively large (B ¼ 0.20 and B ¼ 0.19 for AP II
and TP II, respectively), but in all other analyses the
relationship is smaller or even nonsignificant.
The overall pattern of results suggests that while attitudes
(as measured by the CLASS) may relate to learning, the
relationship is relatively modest and inconsistent across
courses and measures. These results may shed light on
important variables that influence the strength of the association between attitudes and learning and suggest that, in
certain situations, the relationship between attitudes and
learning may be rather weak. However, another possibility
is thatattitudes generallyhave astrongimpact on learning, but
the use of CLASS and similar instruments to measure
attitudes can produce underestimates of this relationship.
The following sections elaborate on these possibilities.
A. Systematic effects of other variables
A recent meta-analysis [12] concludes that there exists “a
small significant correlation between students’ incoming
beliefs about learning physics and their conceptual gains”,
but that understanding this relationship requires consideration of other variables, such as course characteristics.
Potentially, our data reveal important variables that influence
the strength of the attitude-learning relationship. First, the
assessment measure appears to be important, as attitudes
contributed more to concept inventory performance than
they did to exam scores. Although exams were designed to
necessitate conceptual understanding, they were centered on

quantitative problem solving. Previous theoretical and
empirical work suggests that for introductory physics
students, conceptual physics knowledge and quantitative
problem-solving knowledge (in physics) can be somewhat
independent [16,17]. Perhaps expertlike attitudes (revealed
by the CLASS) are mostly related to conceptual learning
outcomes, with relatively more novicelike approaches (e.g.,
approaching quantitative problems in terms of focusing on
equations and computations) proving sufficient to support
the quantitative problem solving required by the exams. This
interpretation bears further exploration, however, as it
remains possible that the concept inventories and the exams
differ in terms of psychometric properties (e.g., reliability),
which could influence the observed strength of the attitudelearning relationship.
Second, course content may be an important variable, as
attitudes relate more strongly to learning in the electricity
and magnetism courses. Perhaps attitudes play a larger role
as material becomes more challenging or less grounded in
personal experiences. Researchers have theorized that students struggle to learn electricity and magnetism because,
relative to mechanics, the concepts are abstract and outside
of everyday experience [20]. Mechanics problems often
involve familiar objects such as balls and ramps, and
concepts like velocity and acceleration relate strongly to
everyday experiences. In contrast, electricity and magnetism requires reasoning about microscopic entities or
abstractions with which students have no tangible experiences. Developing coherent conceptual models for this
material may require substantial effort, and thus attitudes
may be an important factor in whether students put in the
effort to learn these concepts, in the approach students take
to learn the concepts (e.g., see Ref. [21]), or both.
One variable that does not appear to exert much
influence on the attitude-leaning association in our data
is course format (active versus traditional). At the outset,
we speculated that attitudes may be more influential in
interactive engagement (IE) courses because these courses
are designed to place more emphasis on certain expertlike
aspects of learning physics such as developing deeper
understanding of core concepts and activating those concepts in the service of problem solving. Thus, the IE format
might align particularly well for students with expert-like
attitudes. Alternatively, in line with the current patterns, it
seems that a student’s initial attitude is not any more
important for determining learning in IE formats relative to
traditional formats. Of course, along with our other findings
regarding the attitude-learning link (as discussed above), it
could be the current patterns are limited to the particular
features of our courses and measures. That is, a more
extreme IE format (completely reversed classroom) might
show a different pattern, as might different measures. At the
least, however, the current patterns identify some variables
that may merit further investigation in determining an
attitude-learning link.
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B. CLASS and other surveys may not measure
the right kind of attitudes and beliefs
If attitudes influence learning and performance, the likely
mechanism would be that students with more expertlike
attitudes use more successful approaches to learning physics.
Students with more novice attitudes perceive physics as a set
of facts and equations and equate learning physics with
knowing these facts and equations. Thus their attempts to
learn physics might be expected to center on memorization
and practicing the use of certain equations and problemsolving procedures. In contrast, students with more expertlike attitudes perceive physics as interconnected and coherent, so they might be expected to learn physics by connecting
new knowledge to previous knowledge and attempting to
build coherent conceptual frameworks. Connected to this
idea is the recent finding from chemistry that abstraction
learners, who tend to relate and find patterns among examples, outperform exemplar learners, who tend to focus on
learning the features of individual examples [21].
However, recent work suggests that student attitudes,
as measured by surveys such as the CLASS, may not
strongly align with the way students actually approach
learning science in practice. With regard to beliefs about
the nature of science (NOS), Sandoval [22] distinguishes
between formal epistemology, the beliefs students
express about knowledge and knowledge production
in professional science, and practical epistemology,
the beliefs students hold about their own knowledge
production in science courses. Recent research demonstrates that formal epistemology and practical epistemology do not always align. For example, previous
research has demonstrated a dissociation between students’ beliefs about the NOS as measured by self-report
survey instruments (i.e., declarative NOS understanding
or formal epistemology) and how students actually
approach knowledge construction during collaborative
work (i.e., procedural NOS understanding or practical
epistemology) [23]. Specifically, while procedural NOS
understanding became more expertlike across the semester of an inquiry-based course, declarative NOS understanding changed very little.
With regard to the CLASS, Rowe and Phillips [24] coded
homework assignments for various aspects of expertlike
thinking and sense making and demonstrated that these
codes did not significantly correlate with expertlike beliefs
as measured with the CLASS. The small sample size
(N ¼ 26) may have accounted for the lack of significance,
especially in the correlation between these codes and
percent of unfavorable (novicelike) responses on the
CLASS (r ¼ 0.33, p ¼ 0.10), but these preliminary results
nonetheless suggest that the CLASS may be a measure of
formal epistemology with little direct bearing on how
students approach their own physics learning.
Potentially, then, attitudes do strongly predict learning,
but especially if those attitudes relate to practical

epistemology and directly influence how students approach
their own physics learning. In other words, our results do
not necessarily show that attitudes weakly relate to learning, but rather they may reflect that the CLASS is not a
good measure of the type of attitudes that more directly
influence learning. Future research should work to develop
and use assessments that relate more closely to students’
practical epistemology, such as the homework coding
developed by Rowe and Phillps [24] to (a) continue to
investigate the relationship between formal and practical
epistemologies and (b) determine whether measures of
practical epistemology are stronger predictors of learning
than typically-used attitude measures such as the CLASS.
C. Study limitations
Although this study included a variety of courses, and
data were collected across multiple years and sections
taught by multiple instructors, the generalizability of the
results may be limited by several factors. First, all data were
collected from a single, highly selective university, so the
patterns of data may be driven, in part, by the way these
courses are taught or by characteristics of the student body.
Future research should investigate whether the patterns in
our data replicate at other universities with different student
characteristics. Further, because the study instruments were
not required parts of the course, the response rate for the
study was relatively low, ranging from 34% to 59% across
the four courses. In addition, responding was likely not
random, with certain types of students (e.g., highly conscientious students) likely overrepresented in the sample.
Because our samples may not have been completely
representative of the populations from which they were
drawn, we acknowledge the possibility that our results may
not generalize to all of the students in these courses.
However, we have no a priori reason to suspect that the
variables that influence one’s likelihood of participating in
the study would influence the associations between attitudes and learning.
D. Conclusion
The CLASS and similar measures have received a great
deal of attention in physics education research, often acting
as primary outcome measures in studies investigating the
impact of new curricula. Although attitudes are worthwhile
outcomes to study in their own right, their importance
would undoubtedly be enhanced by confirmation that they
directly and strongly relate to student learning. Our data
contain some evidence of a unique relationship between
student attitudes and learning, but do not demonstrate that
this is a strong, consistent relationship. Much research is
still needed to better understand the link between student
attitudes and learning and how this relationship plays out
across various learning contexts.
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APPENDIX A: FACTOR DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
Our factor development (described in a previous
paper [7]) was both theoretically driven and statistically
driven. First, we identified two dimensions of students’
approaches toward physics that we believed would
be particularly influential on performance: Learning
Approach and Solving Approach. We conceptualized
learning approach as capturing whether students focused
more on acquiring rote knowledge or building deeper
conceptual understanding [21] and we viewed the
Solving Approach dimension as capturing whether students
tended to solve problems by focusing on formulas or stepby-step algorithms or by formulating strategies from a
conceptual basis. Independently, all members of the
research team coded each of the 36 questions from
the overall CLASS for whether it potentially belonged to
the Learning Approach dimension and/or the Solving
Approach dimension (items could be coded as being part
of both dimensions). In this initial pass, we included a
question in the dimension if any members of the research
team coded it this way, leaving 24 questions in the Learning
Approach scale and 15 in the Solving Approach scale. Ten
questions overlapped across the scales, so the two scales
included a combined 29 items.
We next used factor analysis to statistically derive our
final factor structure. We performed exploratory factor
analyses with varimax rotation. For each analysis, to
determine the number of factors, we first eliminated all
factors with eigenvalues below 1.0 (known as the Kaiser
stopping rule), and then we used the scree test to determine
which of the remaining factors should be kept. In this test,
the eigenvalue of each factor is plotted with eigenvalues on
the y axis and factor number on the x axis. Factor 1 always
has the highest eigenvalue with the value decreasing for
each subsequent factor. In the scree test, the researchers
determine, visually, the point at which the eigenvalues
“level off.” The factor at which the leveling off begins and
all subsequent factors are removed. For each factor analysis, we retained the factors with eigenvalues above 1.0 that
passed the scree test.
We initially conducted two separate factor analyses—
one including the items from the Learning Approach
scale and another including items from the Solving
Approach scale in order to see whether each group of
items loaded into a single coherent factor. Overlapping
items were included in both analyses. The analyses
revealed that both groups of items cohered into a single
factor, but several of the items had loadings < 0.2 (1 item
from the rote or conceptual scale, 2 from the active or

passive scale, and 1 common item that loaded < 0.2 on
both scales). Removing these four items results in 25
total remaining items—22 rote or conceptual and 12
active or passive, with 9 questions overlapping between
the scales. We next conducted a factor analysis with all of
25 remaining items, and as expected, it produced a twofactor solution. We placed each item into the factor on
which it loaded the most highly, and one ambiguous
item, which loaded equally on both factors, was removed.
This resulted in two 12-item factors that are both
internally consistent (Cronbach’s α was 0.81 for factor
1 and 0.76 for factor 2). Inspection of the questions in
these two factors suggested that the two factors corresponded to our two proposed dimensions, and we labeled
factor 1 Learning Approach and factor 2 Solving
Approach. It is worth noting that although we performed
our factor analysis independently, our factor structure is
very similar to a structure recently reported by another
groups of researchers [18]. The previously reported
Problem Solving or Learning factor is a subset of our
Learning Approach factor, and the Effort and Sense
Making factor is a subset of our Solving Approach
factor [18].

APPENDIX B: TWO-FACTOR STRUCTURE
(LISTED BY CLASS ITEM NUMBER)
Learning Approach (Rote versus Conceptual)
1. A significant problem in learning physics is being able
to memorize all the information I need to know.
5. After I study a topic in physics and feel that I
understand it, I have difficulty solving problems on
the same topic.
6. Knowledge in physics consists of many disconnected
topics.
8. When I solve a physics problem, I locate an equation
that uses the variables given in the problem and plug in
the values.
10. There is usually only one correct approach to solving
a physics problem.
12. I cannot learn physics if the teacher does not explain
things well in class.
17. Understanding physics basically means being able to
recall something you’ve read or been shown.
20. I do not spend more than five minutes stuck on a
physics problem before giving up or seeking help
from someone else.
21. If I don’t remember a particular equation needed to
solve a problem on an exam, there’s nothing much I
can do (legally!) to come up with it.
22. If I want to apply a method used for solving one
physics problem to another problem, the problems
must involve very similar situations.
34. I can usually figure out a way to solve physics
problems.
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26. In physics, mathematical formulas express meaningful relationships among measurable quantities.
29. To learn physics, I only need to memorize solutions
to sample problems.
32. Spending a lot of time understanding where formulas
come from is a waste of time.
36. There are times I solve a physics problem more than
one way to help my understanding.
37. To understand physics, I sometimes think about my
personal experiences and relate them to the topic being
analyzed.
39. When I solve a physics problem, I explicitly
think about which physics ideas apply to the problem.
42. When studying physics, I relate the important
information to what I already know rather than just
memorizing it the way it is presented.

40. If I get stuck on a physics problem, there is no chance
I’ll figure it out on my own.
Solving Approach (algorithmic versus concept-based)
2. When I am solving a physics problem, I try to decide
what would be a reasonable value for the answer.
11. I am not satisfied until I understand why something
works the way it does.
15. If I get stuck on a physics problem on my first try, I
usually try to figure out a different way that
works.
23. In doing a physics problem, if my calculation gives a
result very different from what I’d expect, I’d trust the
calculation rather than going back through the
problem.
24. In physics, it is important for me to make sense out of
formulas before I can use them correctly.

APPENDIX C: ANALYSES USING CATEGORY STRUCTURES OF THE CLASS
Tables IV and V present regression analyses with 8 class categories, rather than an overall CLASS score, used as
predictors. Analyses were conducted both with late-semester concept inventories as the dependent measure (Table IV) and
with exam performance as the dependent measure (Table V). Tables VI and VII present parallel regression analyses with
2 CLASS factors (Learning Approach and Solving Approach) entered as predictors. Table VI shows analyses with
TABLE IV. Regression-model summaries predicting late-semester concept inventory (FCI and BEMA) scores
from prior knowledge measures and eight CLASS categories. Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics
(TP I); Spring Active Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); number of observations (N); change in R2
between step 1 and step 2 (ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and TP I, BEMA in AP II and TP II); personal
interest (PI); real-world connection (RC); problem-solving general (PSG); problem-solving confidence (PSC);
problem-solving sophistication (PSS); sense-making effort (SME); conceptual understanding (CU); applied
conceptual understanding (ACU). Prior knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each model, and the eight
CLASS variables were added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)
Step 1
R2
ΔR2

0.607c

Step 1
PK
PI
RC
PSG
PSC
PSS
SME
CU
ACU

0.73

c

TP I (N ¼ 341)

Step 2
0.614c
0.007
Step 2
c

0.70
−0.01
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.00
−0.01
0.00
0.00

Step 1
0.566c

AP II (N ¼ 526)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1
0.584c
0.018

0.478c

TP II (N ¼ 195)

Step 2

Step1

0.516c
0.038c

0.316c

Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
0.73

c

c

0.72
−0.06
0.09b
0.02
−0.04
−0.02
0.05
−0.09
0.13

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.
a

b
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c

0.88

c

0.78
−0.01
−0.01
0.12
−0.06
−0.01
0.03
0.04
0.10

Step1
0.78

c

Step 2
0.385c
0.069b
Step 2
0.69c
−0.03
0.01
0.07
−0.01
0.12
0.04
−0.01
0.07
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TABLE V. Regression-Model Summaries predicting exam scores from prior knowledge measures and eight
CLASS categories Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics (TP I); Spring Active Physics (AP II);
Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); number of observations (N); change in R2 between step 1 and step 2
(ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and TP I, BEMA in AP II and TP II); personal interest (PI); realworld connection (RC); problem-solving general (PSG); problem-solving confidence (PSC); problem-solving
sophistication (PSS); sense-making effort (SME); conceptual understanding (CU); applied conceptual
understanding (ACU). Prior knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each model, and the eight CLASS
variables were added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)
Step 1
R2
ΔR2

0.191c

Step 1
PK
PI
RC
PSG
PSC
PSS
SME
CU
ACU

c

0.17

TP I (N ¼ 339)

Step 2
0.220c
0.029b
Step 2
c

0.16
−0.02
−0.01
−0.01
<0.01
−0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.07a

Step 1
0.235c

AP II (N ¼ 525)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1
0.246c
0.011

0.133c

TP II (N ¼ 194)

Step 2

Step1

0.183c
0.050c

0.077c

Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
c

0.33

0.32
0.04
−0.01
−0.09
0.04
<0.01
0.04
0.07
−0.03

c

0.19

c

c

0.15
<0.01
−0.02
0.04
−0.03
0.04
−0.02
−0.02
0.06

Step1
c

0.29

Step 2
0.144c
0.066
Step 2
0.25b
−0.08
0.02
0.13
−0.11
0.17a
0.05
−0.06
−0.05

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.
a

b

TABLE VI. Regression-model summaries predicting late-semester concept inventory (FCI and BEMA) scores
from prior knowledge measures and CLASS factors from our two-factor solution. Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall
Traditional Physics (TP I); Spring Active Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); number of observation
(N); change in R2 between step 1 and step 2 (ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and TP I, BEMA in AP II and
TP II); Learning Approach (LA); Solving Approach (SA). Prior knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each
model, and the two CLASS factors were added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)

R2
ΔR2

PK
LA
SA

TP I (N ¼ 341)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 1

0.607c

0.612c
0.005a

0.566c

Step 1

Step 2

0.73c

0.71c
0.04
0.05

AP II (N ¼ 526)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1

TP II (N ¼ 195)

Step 2

Step1

Step 2

0.518c
0.040c

0.316c

0.352c
0.036b

Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2

Step1

Step 2

0.73c

0.78c

0.73c
0.10
0.07

0.569c
0.003

0.72c
0.04
0.02

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.
a

b
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0.478c

0.88c

0.77c
0.16c
0.06
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TABLE VII. Regression-model summaries predicting exam scores from prior knowledge measures and CLASS
factors from our two-factor solution Fall Active Physics (AP I); Fall Traditional Physics (TP I); Spring Active
Physics (AP II); Spring Traditional Physics (TP II); number of observation (N); change in R2 between step 1 and
step 2 (ΔR2 ); prior knowledge (PK) (FCI in AP I and TP I, BEMA in AP II and TP II); Learning Approach (LA);
Solving Approach (SA). Prior knowledge alone was entered in step 1 of each model, and the two CLASS factors
were added in step 2.
AP I (N ¼ 725)
Step 1
R2
ΔR2

0.191

c

Step 1
PK
LA
SA

c

0.17

TP I (N ¼ 339)

Step 2

Step 1
c

0.214
0.022c
Step 2
c

0.15
0.07c
−0.01

0.235

c

AP II (N ¼ 525)

Model-level statistics
Step 2
Step 1
0.239
0.004

c

0.133

c

TP II (N ¼ 194)

Step 2
c

0.170
0.036c

Predictor coefficients (unstandardized)
Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
0.33

c

0.32
0.04
<0.01

c

c

0.19

c

0.15
0.09c
−0.03

Step1

Step 2
c

0.077

0.106c
0.030

Step1

Step 2

c

0.26c
0.10
0.01

0.29

p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.
c
p < 0.001.
a

b

late-semester concept inventories as the dependent measure, and Table VII shows analyses with exam performance as the
dependent measure.
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